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1CHAPTER I.
Introduction
In 1917 was published a little volume by J.B. Spingarn
entitled Creative C£ijtijCj^jm, consisting of four "essays on the
unity of genius and taste," In two of these essays, "The New
Criticism" and "Dramatic Criticism and the Theatre" the author
has attempted to show us what forms literary criticism may take;
which of the forms constitute the true criticism; what the charac-
teristics of this form are, toward which nineteenth century criti-
cism has been converging; and finally what the relations between
the written drama and the theatre have been and what they should
be»
Spingarn has said—and truly too, I think—all dramatic
criticism leads one away from the work of art itself, to a con-
centration upon the particular field which forms the nucleus to
which our criticism clings. A critic may judge a drama psychol-
ogically, in which case the emphasis is taken away from the work
of art and placed upon the study of the author's life; or sociol-
ogically, in which case the interest is centered upon the study-
outside the play--of sociology; or technically, in which case we
are led to the study of formal rules, and so on. There are variou^
other approaches we may make in the criticism of the drama--by
means of history, by means of the old dramas and authors and what-
not. But in Spingarn* s estimation the most important kind of
criticism is the impressionistic and even here we find the em-
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phasls placed, not upon the play as a piece of art, but upon the
critic and his own feelings.
Spingam is an extreme impressionist, and he believes
that the criticism of the nineteenth century is tending in that
direction. Yet he believes that dogmatism, which is criticism
according to a set of fixed rules, and impressionism, have al-
ways existed side by side. "No, it is no new battle; it is the
perpetual conflict of criticism. In every age impressionism (or
enjoyment) and dogmatism (or judgment) have grappled with one
another*" And later in the essay, he says, "Yet if we examine
these opposing forms of criticism in our own age, we shall find,
I think, that they are not wholly without a common ground to meet
on with the Romantic Movement l^ere developed the
new idea which coordinates all criticism in the nineteenth century"
and that new idea is that the critic considers art as an ex*
pression of something. "The extreme impressionists prefer to
think of art as the exquisite expression of the delicate and
fluctuating sensations or impressions of life." Spingarn says
that an artist must be judged by no other standard than the follow-
ing: "What has he tried to express, and how has he expressed it?"
But in whatever light critics may regard art, as an expression of
society, of rules, of personality, or of sensations, "literature
is an expression of something." Nineteenth century criticism then,
says Spingarn^ emphasizes art as an expression and although the
century combines dogmatism and impressionism, there is a conver*
gence in critical qualities toward those of impressionism.

3More specifically the author states ten of these quali-
ties showing the appearance of the new criticism and the abandon-
ment of the old. (l) "We have done with all the old Rules," I
think everyone is familiar with the set classical rules of the
drama. For those who are not so well acquainted with them I shall
give an example from Horace, who said: "You must never have more
than three actors on the stage at one time; you must never let
your drama exceed five acts," These classical rules came down to
the French and helped to form the "well-made play" with its logic
of formula. (2) "We have done with the genres or literary kinds,"
A play can not be classed according to comedy or tragedy, etc.,
says the impressionist; each playwright expresses himself differ-
ently. "There are not therefore only three or ten or a thousand
literary kinds; there are as many kinds as there are individual
poets." (3) "We have done with the theory of style, with meta-
phor and simile and all the paraphernalia of Graeco-Roman rhetoric,"
Spingarin thinks that style is not separate from apt. " Art
expression that is complete in itself," Style follows natur-
ally upon the expression of art; it is not something to be studied
for itself as it is inseparably bound up with art. (4) "We have
done with all moral judgment. .,? Since expression of what is in
\
j
the mind of the author is the principal aim of art, we cannot say
j that a drama is moral or immoral. "The poet's only moral duty is ;
i
to be true to his art and to express his vision of reality as well
as he can." In other words, "Beauty is its own excuse for being,"
(5) "We have done with the confusion between the drama and the
theatre which has permeated the dramatic criticism for over half
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a century." To the treatment of this subject Spingarin has de-
voted a whole essay. He does not believe that the drama is so in-
separably bound to the theatre that it must be restricted by cer-
tain theatrical conventions* The playwright is not bound to write
for the theatre, to remember the rules of the stage and to aim to
interest a crowd of people which has a mind peculiar to itself and
different from that of an individual. The dramatist's only pur-
pose is the expression of art. "As a matter of fact," says Spin-
garin, "the dramatic artist is to be judged by no other standard
than that applied to any other creative artist: what has he tried
to express and how has he expressed it?" Nor does Spingarin con-
sider the drama as something which has no connection with the
theatre whatsoever, which is an art in itself. No. the drama it-
self is the work of art and though its beauties may be enhanced by
actual performance, yet the theatre, far from being a separate
art, is merely the instrument for the expression of the dramatist's
art. The external conditions of the theatre, says the critic, "are
merely dead material which has no aesthetic siginificance outside
of the poet's soul, and only in the poet's art should we seek to
find them." (6) "We have done with technique as separate from
art." Like style technique cannot be dissociated from art, for it
is personality. For example, "No two poets ever write in the same
I
metre; " it may be called iambic pentameter but it has an in-
i
dividuality all its own. The impressionist, therefore, taboos the
study of technique as something which defeats the expression of
art. (7) "We have done with the history and criticism of poetic
themes." We may speak loosely of historic themes but as soon as
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an artist employs an old theme, he makes a new one of it by com-
bining with it his own individuality (8) «We have done with the
race, the time, the environment of a poet's work as an element in
Criticism." As soon as we study this phase of the drama we make
it a social document* "Granted the times, the environment, the
race, the passions of the poet, what has he done with his
materials, how has he converted poetry out of reality? To answer
this question of the Italian De Sanctis as it refers to each
single work of art is to perform what is truly the critic's vital
function." (9) "We have done with the 'evolution' of literature."
Art cannot be reduced to any theory of progress as can science.
"Art is simple at times, complex at others, but it is always art."
(10) "We have done with the old rupture between genius and taste."
In order to answer the question "What has the author tried to ex-
press and how has he expressed it?" the critic must become one
with the artist. That is to say, "taste must reproduce the work
of art within itself in order to understand and judge it." And
as a final sentence, "......the gods are kind if they give up
their secret in...... the art of Criticism, that serves as some
sort of mirror to the art of literature only because in their
flashes of insight taste and genius are one,"
The purpose of the following paper will be to examine
the course of dramatic criticism in the nineteenth century, and
finally to relate it back to Spingarn's essays, so that it may be
shown whether or not the approaches of criticism are those in-
dicated by Spingarn; whether or not the criticism of the nine-
teenth century regards all art as expression; and whether or not
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the latter part of the century inclines toward impressionism.
Moreover, special attention will be given to the relation "between
the written drama and the theatre down through the century, to
indicate whether or no this part of the criticism has been ad-
vancing to the idea that the drama, like any other form of litera-
ture, is a mere expression of art.
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CHAPTER II.
Charles Lamb (l775-l834), William Hazlitt (1778-1830),
and
Leigh Hunt ( 1784-1859)
Charles Lamb, William Hazlitt, and Leigh Hunt have
written criticisms so nearly alike in some respects and so nearly
opposite in other respects that it seems profitable to treat them
together. First, as to the relation between the written drama and
the stage: all three feel a fondness for the stage and have pro-
duced criticisms of it, in fact, Hunt has produced little else in
his book called Dramatic Criticism. The general tones of the
theatrical criticisms of these three men too are similar, but of
this I shall speak later. Thou^ they have a love for the stage,
these early critics believe that the written drama and the stage
are not absolutely inseparable. In fact, Lamb shows a direct ten-
dency toward the closet drama. He says in his Dramatic Essays »
page 168, "I cannot help being of the opinion that the plays of
Shakespeare are less calculated for performances on a stage than
those of any other dramatist whatever. Their distinguishing ex-
cellence is a reason that they should be so; there is so much in
them which comes not under the province of acting, with which eye,
and tone, and gesture have nothing to do," that is, which is gained
by a study into the inmost thoughts of Shakespeare revealed in
these playsi Again Lamb says that acting has a leveling tendency--
that Shakespeare* s plays are not appreciated any more than any
iI
i
«
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other plays when acted. He thinks that the Witches in Mac'betii.
when the play is read, give the people the same horror that they
gave the characters in the play, but that when the play is acted,
the horror is removed and the V/itches become just "old women that
children laugh at," In other words, Lamb feels that a tragedy of
Shakespeare's, when read, allows us to keep our minds on the
"internal workings of character," while just enough dress and
scenery is given to us to make things plausible;" but that "in
acting, scenery, dress, the most contemptible things call upon us
to judge of their naturalness" and take away our minds from the
real worth of the play— the psychology of it. Thus Lamb is in high
sympathy with the closet drama even though he does profess an
interest in the stage also. Hazlitt, though he does not seem to be
as strong in his feelings for the closet drama, nevertheless does
not think that a play must always be acted. For when speaking of
CongrVe's plays he says that if they should ever be destroyed, his
writings would be a terrible loss to reader's although they are
never on the stage now. Again—and this reminds us of Lamb, he
says in connection with his criticism of Kean* s acting of Hamlet:
"Interest depends not on action but on thoughts," and he says that
although Kean was successful "it did not come home to our feelings
as Hamlet (that very Hamlet whom we read of in our youth ) •*
Leigh Hunt sees a relationship betv;een the drama and the theatre as
is shown by his criticisms which are mainly of specific actors. He
criticizes very few specific dramas, but of what the drama should
be, he gives his ideas in general essays. He does, however, more
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strongly than Hazlitt, feel that the theatre and drama are separably
He says in his "Dramatic Essays" ,we never yet saw a Hamlet on
the stage, nor do we expect to see one. It is a character, though
quite in nature, made up of too many qualities to be represented by
any but a Hamlet himself," Thus, each critic seems to believe that
Shakespeare's mind was too great to be represented by any actor.
Lamb would separate the drama from the theatre more than Hunt, who,
in turn, would do so more than Hazlitt. Hazlitt rather implies
that the tv/o are separable; Hunt definitely states that they are in
a few plain statements, but Lamb continually dwells upon the fact
and goes farther in carefully explaining why the two should not al-
ways be considered t-ogether.
Not only are Lamb, Hazlitt, and Hunt similar in that they
regard the theatre and drama closely connected yet not altogether
inseparable, but they resemble each other in their methods of
critically approaching the written drama. Each employs to some ex-
tent, the psychological kind of criticism; that is, criticism based
upon the study of the mind of the author. Furthermore, the psy-
chological treatment of these three men is along the same general
line which is best described by Hunt, for his criticisms give his
general ideas of what a drama should be instead of criticism of
specific plays such as Lamb and Hazlitt have given, and therefore
may almost be regarded as generalizations which Lam^ and Hazlitt
have applied. Hunt says that the drama is an imitation of life,
but that genius is shown by a combination of this imitation with
the author's imagination. Now, when an author employs imagination,
he is depicting Homething unusual in life, for if he should depict
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the habitual things in nature, he would not need to use his imag-
ination. Therefore, it follows that more lofty language and
manners would be used hy a genius since lofty manners accompany
the unusual instances in life. Mere imitatioi;i, Hunt says, is not
genius and therefore comedy can not easily be the product of a
genius, for comedy merely portrays the commonplace habits—in com-
bination of course with passions. But tragedy is on a higher plane
because it deals only with passions and therefore requires the
exercise of the imagination. There is just onetime when comedy
may approach a product of genius: when the imagination enters in
portraying habits of life. For exajnple, the unusual in character
may be singled out by the imagina.tion; or humor which is "anything
which deviates from the natural, serious thing of life" may be em-
ployed. In a word Hunt tells us that the genius portrays nature,
but he portrays the unusual in nature which may only be understood
by the exercise of the imagination. So far this has been a psy-
chological treatment of the author. Now, he tells us that the de-
fects in the modem plays at that time consisted in (l) punning
(2) deformed alteration of comic characters and incidents, ( 3) use
of flowery dialogue, (4) affectation of ardent loyalty to and
flattery of the audience and (5) abuse of prologue and epilogue
which beg the favor of the house. He explains these defects in a
psychological way. He says "The art of a modern dramatist, then,
consists in a series of deceptions on his audience;" that is, the
dramatists of that day imitated nature but, in order to write in
the easiest manner, they used no originality. Instead, in order
to give the effect which the exercise of imagination would give.
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they employed certain deceptions which constituted the defects of
the play. All of this is a reduction to a psychological basis.
Everything reverts to the mind of the author. The main question
Hunt raises in his estimation of a play is this: Does it show
nature and the exercise of the imagination.
Though Hunt gives us usually a general criticism of old
and modern plays, Lamb and Hazlitt are similar in their fondness
for the old plays, such as Shakespeare's plays and the artificial
comedies of Congreve, Wycherly, etc. We shall treat the criticisms
of Shakespeare's plays first. In Lamb's opinion, it is the inner
workings of Shakespeare's mind which give us the beauty of his
plays. He calls the relation of a passion and action to a great
nature "the only worthy object of tragedy," Shakespeare's plays,
he says, "are grounded deep in nature," The author has made ob-
servation not of the petty, common, cheap things of life, "but
from his own mind which was, to borrow a phrase of Ben Jonson's,
the very 'sphere of humanity,' he fetched those images of virtue
and knowledge," In thus criticising from the standpoint of the
combination of the author's observation of life— imitation of
nature—and his imagination, how much like Hunt does Lamb appearl
The latter further says that in reading Shakespeare's plays, we
discern not so much the action itself as the spirit of the char-
acter-- the reason for his act. If we were to pay no attention to
the motive of Desdemona in marrying the "coal-black Moor, " we
should revolt at the idea. But when we study the mind of Desde-
mona instead of the external action, we are at once in sympathy
with the action.
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Hazlitt too, reverts to the author in his criticism of
Shakespeare, He says that we see the thoughts of Shakespeare's
characters. Hunt's attitude is shown throughout Hazlitt' s psy-
chological criticism. For example, he says of Shakespeare that
in general the spirit of humanity and the fancy of the poet prevail
over his wit; that Shakespeare's ridicule wants the sting of ill
nature, for there was great imagination in Shakespeare's works;
that Shakespeare, living in an age of simplicity, portrayed
characters with no affectation and that "gratification of the
fancy" was the excuse for this, and that Shakespeare portrayed
romantic passion arising from his characters' brooding over airy
nothing," or over a favorite object. If Hazlitt has criticized
Shakespeare with a psychological interpretation, he has also done
so with an emphasis upon impression left by the play on the reader.
He says that it wa^ due to Johson's morose mind thathe liked
Shakespeare's comedies better than his tragedies. Lear, Hamlet ,
and Othello are in a classof their own, "mingling with our thoughts
like a second being." He says that the romantic and serious parts
in Shakespeare are a relief from gaiety. The idea of "relief
shows a distinct impression left upon the reader. Again, though
Shakespeare's characters may be imraoral, we are bound to sympathize
with them. He does not tell us how we are made to sympathize, but
simply that the impression is sympathy, A further difference be-
tween Hazlitt and the other two critics in regard to the art of
Shakespeare is that Hazlitt pays more attention to the more ex-
ternal things, such as style, humor, plot, etc., for their own
1
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sake; Lamb does not mention these things in relation to Shakespeare
except to say that talking in Shakespeare's plays is merely a means
of conveying what is the workings of the inmost mind of the author.
Lamb, Hazlitt, and Hunt are much alike again in their
criticism of the artificial comedies of Congreve and Wycherly. All «
three criticize psychologically and impressionistically. Lamb's
main treatment is psychological, much like Hunt's general principle
of nature combined with imagination. Hazlitt lays emphasis upon
impressions made upon him, as v/ell as upon the psychology of the
author. Hunt has merely touched upon these comedies; and though
his criticism is much like Hazlitt ' s—impressionistic together
with psychological—it would, I think, be unsafe to say that Hunt's
criticisms are impressionistic, for so very little of that sort of
thing enters into his general critical essays.
Thus the same sort of psychological criticism runs
through the works of Lamb, Hazlitt and Hunt: they criticize
dramas according to whether or not the author has imitated nature
and also exercised his imagination. Hazlitt and Hunt are alike
in having considered the authors of these comedies as having
attempted to portray the real. In another connection— tiiat of
acting—Hunt presents a point much like Lamb's in regard to these
comedies. Hunt says that as long as an actor can distinguish be-
tween the real and the unreal, regardless of whether he is por-
traying the real or the unreal, he is imitating nature. This is
the attitude taken by Lamb in relation to the artificial comedies;
he considers tnat the authors meant to portray the unreal and he
criticizes them from that viewpoint.
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He seems to think that the authors wanted to portray a
world absolutely unreal to us and that if we simply transport our-
selves in imagination to this land of unreality, these plays will
be fascinating to us« He says that the characters would have no
business at all in a modern play because in a modern play one must
judge of right and wrong (according to laws of the real world)
while these people have no laws, no principles to guide them*
"They are in a world of their own, in the land of the Utopia of
gallantry, where pleasure is duty and the manners, perfect free-
dom." Congreve interests you, says Laxnb, in characters for whom
you care nothing— "for you neither hate nor have his personages."
Lamb then, does not judge these artificial comedies by the times in
which he lived or by a study of his social world though this is
exactly the thing that Hazlitt and Hunt do«
These two latter critics judge the artificial comedies
according to whether or not they portray the real in life, and
also according to the impressions left upon the critic who has
this criterion in mind. Hazlitt is impressed by all the characters
in these plays as being immoral since they are supposed to be sub-
ject to the world about them, yet possess no principles themselves
and do things contrary to social usage. He says of Collier, who
attempted a reform of the moral stage: "This sour, non-juring critis
has a great horror at poor human nature. .of the existence
of which he appears only to be aware through the stage
He forgets that the stage must be copied from real life." Thus,
he seems to consider the characters in these plays in connection
with the life of his times, and then gives us his impression of
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them. How much is this attitude like Hunt's when he says that there
is "too much of wine and debt in Charles* outset," Lamb would
never have taken this attitude. Another difference between Lamb
and Hazlitt— I shall not include Hunt, for he was given us too
little specific criticism of which to judge— is that Hazlitt gives
us his impressions much more freely, than does Lamb, Though he
has studied the psychology of the authors from other angles than
those I have mentioned-- such as the author's use of nature in
character, his insight into human nature, his predetermined theory
of writing, etc., --yet Hazlitt has laid much more emphasis upon
impressions made by the plays than Lamb did. He says: "What can
be more enchanting than Millaraont and her morning thoughts?" show-
ing by the word "enchanting" how his mind is running—in the chan-
nel of impression. How different from Lamb's attitude— that the
great art of Congreve (reverting back to the author again) his in
the fact that he has excluded "not only anything like a faultless
character, but any pretensions to goodness or good feelings what-
soever." Hazlitt speaks of Millaraant as an "ideal heroine of
comedy of lugle life. ..... .her own caprice being the only law unto
herself." This statement shows two things: the first part of it
indicates that Hazlitt had received a definite impression about
Millamant; in the second place, though the tone sounds like Lamb,
Hazlitt really thought of Millamant not as living in a world of
her own as Lamb did, but as living in our own world of reality with
her own rules governing her.
Hazlitt has paid particular attention to wit and humor,
and has treated them in a psychological manner. But he also em-
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phasi2588 for their own sake—much more than Lamb and Hunt do--out-
ward appearances, such as "mechanical artifices of style," polish,
|
descriptions, language with a Shakespearean cast, contrasts of
character, etc.
If the methods of criticism of the written drama are
similar in the case of these three critics, the materials criti-
cized are as dissimilar. Hunt generalizes almost entirely. Lamb
criticizes only the "old plays'* of Shakespeare, Marlowe, Beaumont,
and Fletcher, and the artificial comedies, while Hazlitt criticizes
the same things which Lamb does with the addition of men like Ben
Jonson, Cowley, Butler, Suckling, and Etherage,
In regard to the acted drama, there are three divisions
of study: the criticism of the theatre in general, that of the
production of plays, and that of the actors themselves. Practi-
cally no criticism of the theatre except for remarks about the
size of the tlieatre and organist, the hissing of the audience, etc.,
is made by these critics, and less criticism is made of the pro-
duction. But of criticism of acting there is ample store in the
works of all three men, who seem to criticize the actors from much
the same standards. They all critically judge outward appear-
ances, such as the figure, bearing, manner, dress, tones of voice,
etc. They often mention the audience and the impression made upon
it by certain actions of the players. A standard of criticism for
all three is whether or not the actor is unconscious of the audi-
ence. Lamb says that the nearest approach to a well acted play
is the time when the actor appears wholly unconscious of the
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audience. The imitation of nature is another subject of discussion
of all three critics. They believe in an actor^s being very
natural with no artifices of stage acting entering in. But Lamb
and Hunt go farther than this in the discussion. They believe that
after an actor has interpreted the author* s idea of the character
he is to represent, he should, if that character should be dis-
pleasing to the audience, combinfe some idea with it so as to make
the audience like it. Let there be no tricks of the stage. For
example. Lamb says that, though cowards are usually odious to an
audience, Jack Bannister when he played the coward was not odious
because he acted it. We felt his self-possession in spite of his
chattering teeth. Hunt says of Bannister that in order not to
make the character odious to the spectators, he brings in an air of
good nature.
Hunt says that comediajis should imitate real life since
they are simply portraying habits of common, everyday life. But
he says that a tragic actor is to be estimated, not as he always
copies nature, but as he satisfies the general opinion of life and
manners He cannot draw much of his knowledge from real life,
because the loftier passions are rarely exhibited in the common
intercourse of mankind," but, the tragic actor must not resort to
novelties of invention either. He "must perfectly understand be-
fore he can feel his author and teach others to feel," Hunt says
that the tragic actor should attend closely to the work of the
author and then imitate nature, for in so doing he is not imitating
the common habits of life, but the unusual passions, I think that
we may say as to L amb and Hunt, that they wished their actors
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first of all to interpret the authors in a way most pleasing to the
audience and then to be true to the nature of that interpretation.
At least, we may say that Lamb, Hazlitt, and Hunt, all judge actors
according to the way in which th^ imitate nature,
Hazlitt and. Hunt are similar in many of their criticisms.
They like to see an actor able to portray force of passion without
showing its extravagance. They look out for originality in acting.
They believe that the ipind and body should be in concert. Hunt ex-
pecially dwells upon this; he feels that that is one way of an
actor's being natural. He says: "Fill the passion and the action
will follow."
To summarize Lamb, Hazlitt, and Hunt as dramatic critics,
we may say that all three are greatly impressionistic, while psy-
chological criticism is also common to the three. They are partly
dogmatic or partly impressionistic. They emphasize the classifica-
tion of plays and believe in the drama as an expression of morality,
but they do not insist upon a detailed study of style and technique
for their own sakes as the dogmatist does. Moreover, they do not
regard the drama as a piece of work, deliberately written for
theatre and restricted by definite theatrical laws.
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CHAPTER III,
Lewes and Scott
George Henry Lewes (1817-1878)
George Henry Lewes, born in London 1817, was a miscella-
neous writer. His education was desultory. He spent the greater
part of his youth in Prance and Germany, He was the grandson of
the great actor, Charles Lee Lewes and he early hecame passionately
interested in the drama. He did some acting and wrote articles on
the drama for the chief quarterly reviews. In l840 he wrote in the
Westminster upon "The French Drama,** In l843 he wrote articles in
the Foreign Q.uarterly upon "The Spanish Drama" reprinted in 1846
in a volume, Lewes was independent in his criticism, and had more
sympathy than most Englishmen at that time for French canons of
criticism. He was a playwright as well as a critic though he is
better known as the latter. One of the most important of his
critical volumes on the drama is On Acting and the Art of Acting ,
published in 1875,
Lewes provides for us an interesting study as a dramatic
critic. Writing in the middle of the century, he thoroughly rep-
resents the age of transition from the Lamb-Hazlitt-Hunt criticism
to the later French school of dramatic rules and fixed doctrines, \
To recapitulate, the three early critics believed in either the
closet drama or one which might be acted but they paid little heed
to the drama as a piece of art meant to be presented before an
audience; when the drama was discussed, it was as if it were a
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piece of literature which was to be judged mainly as a psychologic-
al production of the author, while rules or dramatic technicalities
were not emphasized; when the acting was discussed, it was done in
the same spirit of absolute dissociation from the literary pro-
duction and with a fondness for natural acting devoid of any con-
ventional tricks and artifice.
In order to give Lewes his proper place between this
school of criticism and that of the French, let us digress for a
moment in inquiring into the characteristics of the latter school.
We can probably do no better than to present the fundsuaental prin-
ciples of Francisque Sarcey, a well known French dramatic critic
of the nineteenth century, (l) The only purpose of a play is to
please a definite body of men and women assembled. Here we find
the belief in the absolute inseparableness of the drama from the
theatre; furthermore the school, in general, thought that the
audience possessed a mind different from that of an individual, a
mind in which the barbarous instincts were enhanced while qual-
ities resulting from culture and education were repressed, and
that the playwright should bear this in mind while writing his play
for the audience, (2) To please this definite body of people, the
author is aided by certain tricks and conventions of the theatre.
(3) Some of these conventions change from country to country while
others are inevitable and eternal.
To the French, the stage was absolute illusion. The
impression on the audience by things on the stage must be that of
reality but in order to produce such an impression, no reality
must appear on the stage. The footlights so change the effect of
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realities of life that reality appears to the audience only
through the medium of conventions and illusion. Ancient rules
which Sarcey always "holds as true ones" are "that in the theatre
which is all convention, everything should lae arranged for the
illusion of the eyes, should do the work of truth without ever
"being true " And in a following paragraph he says: "....In
a word we don*t want any real olDjects on the stage except those
whose reality is absolutely necessary to action, Furthermore, if
these objects which are going to be used could be represented in
some way by an imitation, I should much prefer it "
The Frenchman's theory was the theory of art for art's
sake. He loved logic for its own sake, and for that reason the
thesis play with its logic and formula was in high favor. Much
emphasis was placed upon technique which must show the result of
great study. Everything must be systematized into one complete
whole; the French were not concerned with one scene as it passed,
except as it was related to another scene; they would have cen-
sured, for instance, Hsjulet's advice to the players as being a
speech connected in no way to the rest of the play. Orderly re-
lationship and completeness were the essential points of a good
drama.
The French were intent upon a definite form of construc-
tion. The "well-made play" must have a clear exposition which is
presented to the audience through the principal cliaracters. The
first act, which is frequently bustling and crowded, is usually
followed by a quiet but intense second act. The scenes are care-
fully varied for the ebb and flow of emotion. The last scene in
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each act is given over to important characters. The action con-
tinues to rise up to the denouement, finally, each important
action must be explained upon psychological grounds.
We have seen how Larab, Hazlitt and Hunt have judged the
drama with scarcely any rules to guide them; and on the other hand
how the French have criticized with a definite system of dogma
back of them, Y/here shall we place Lev/esJ
In the first place, does he consider the drama as a piece
of literature which need not be acted or does he believe that it
necessarily means a presentation before an audience? I think that
we may safely Say he does neither. He seems not to have consciouslr
formulated a definite opinion. There is a tendency in the direc-
tion of the French attitude. He never considers a play off the
stage as a piece of literature or as a psychological production of
the author, but always in connection with a definite appearance on
the stage with certain players. Yet though he treats the drama
and theatre together in this manner he seems to make no definite
statement to the effect that the drarna is intended for the stage;
nor does he indicate, like the French, that the audience must have
any particular influence upon the playwright. Lewes unconsciously
seems to treat the drarna and theatre as inseparable though he has
not yet acquired the full significance of what the inseparableness
means. This must be the work of a future critic. As an example
of Lewes* unconscious treatment of the subject let me quote from
him: " those who love the Drama cannot but regret t?ie change,
but all must fear that the stap;e is no longer the amusement of the
cultured few," Again he says of the Spanish drama: "The national
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drama has almost ceased to exist. There is no Zorilla, no Hart-
zen"busch now working for th e^ 8ta^e^,_"
What little criticism there is of the written drama is in
connection with a specific production. The great emphasis is up-
on the acting; the critic does, however, narrate the plot to us
j
in his effort to show the interest or lack of interest; he attempts
to show how the author brings forth character and how characters
are brought on the stage. This attention to the external matters
of plot and character reveals a tendency away from the study of the
mind of the author in his imitation of nature combined with the
faculty of iraaginatiefi. When he describes how characters are
brought on the stage, Lewes is becoming more technical. He still,
however, is adverse to conventionalities for he says, when criti-
cir.ing a certain play: "The play is contemptible - a succession
of conventional motives such as seduce feeble writers who vainly
imagine they can be effective by heaping situation on situation,
robing their characters in all the frippery of the stage," One
may say of the play and of Sabrius* acting what Johnson said of
a poem when Boswell asked him if it had not imagination: "Ho sir,
there is in it what was imagination," meaning of course, conven-
tions which resulted from expressions of earlier imaginative
writers.
In regard to the theatre, Lewes yet does not treat the sub-
j
ject of production. He has not reached to that height of theat-
rical study. In his criticism of acting, however, he has trav-
elled far away from the earlier critics and is distinctly French,
More attention is given to technique. Acting, with him, is a
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study, an art - Art as distinguished from Natures "...No one,"
he says, "can pretend to be an actor of the poetic drama who has
not mastered this art" (of emphasis and pause)* Again: "The
great difficulty in elocution is to be slow and not to seem slow,"
In these two quotations we have illustrated: First, the emphasis
upon technique in elocution, while emphasis and pause are consid-
ered as an art which evidently must be studied and "mastered";
a,nd secondly, the French principle of illusion.
The actor, Lewes says, must present character naturally
and agrees with Shakespeare that "the end of all playing... is to
hold... the mirror up to nature." So far, his tone is in harmony
with that of Lamb, Hazlitt, or Hunt, But he adds a statement
which makes his attitude distinctly French, There must be, he
says, "a regulation of all effects with a view to beauty," This
is in accord with the French theory of a harmonious whole. To
secure this regulation Lewes says that the actor must study the
emotion as it appears in nature, and then he must consciously
select actions, intonations and inflections whj.ch will be most
effective on the stage. Here we have a faint suggestion of the
French theory that nature does not appear as nature through the
mediimi of the stage so that certain conventions must be used to
create an illusion. Lewes is at least distinctly French in his
attitude that acting is an art which is the result of study,
"Actors learn their parts as singers learn their songs, Everjr de-
tail is deliberative or has been deliberated. The very separa-
tion of Art from Nature involves thlja calculation,"
Lewes, in conclusion, serves as a bridge between the
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earlier school and the later French school of dramatic criticism. |
His criticiam of the written drama is mainly impressionistic, but
|
his study of the technique of acting is decidedly donatio.
j
Furthermore his consideration of the relations "between the written
j
fdrama and the theatre is a raixture of impressionism and dogmatism,
[
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Clement Scott (l841- )
Everyone acquainted with nineteenth century dramatic criti-
cism knows Clement Scott. He wrote "thoughtfully, conscientiously
and with judgment," says L, Arthur Greening, who published his
notable Hamlets
. Born in the Christ church parsonage, Hoxton,
l84l, he inherited the natural talent and was surrounded by the
literary efforts of his father, who was one of the original staff
of the Saturday Review, After attending a preparatory school,
Scott was sent to Marlborough College, His career as a Journalist
was started by his answering an advertisement for a dramatic critic
on a small paper which soon went into bankruptcy. In his youth,
he was always interested in plays and criticisms. In 1872 he be-
came the leader writer and dramatic critic for the Daily Telegraph
and for many years he was also editor of the Theatre . In 1896
the Telegraph made him its exclusive dramatic critic. Greening
says: "He was the acknowledged head of London's stage analysts
and he was and is in every way fitted to fill his part,"
In 1899 lie gave up his position on the Telegraph for a
rest. This came as a surprise to many, and as a regret to the
editor. He was then offered the position of dramatic critic on
several influential papers all of which he refused. His own works
are many and varied, including poetry, fiction, essays, criti-
cisms and plays. "There can be no doubt, no possible doubt,"
says Greening that the present high position of the English stage
is due in no small measure to critics like Mr, Clement Scott and
Mr. W, Archer v^o have, .fought. ,., to uphold the Dramatic Art,
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Cleinent Scott represents the I^rencii school of criticism
at its height; he has reached the goal toward which Lewes was
drifting. That he was thoroughly in sympathy with tlie French
may be shovm by his innumerable references to French influence.
"What need to ask again for how many years Mr, M, L, Mayer has in-
oculated our English system with French art and made our English
stage what it is at the present day^" After ennumerating several
actors, Scott states: "The last of whom earned the best part of
their living by appropriating and playing in French plays without
contributing one farthing for the privilege " Again he
praises the help in art obtained from foreign countries: "With-
out the blessing of free trade think what we should have lost
during all these important years in v/hich art has blossomed,"
Besides these statements which indicate that Scott was
acquainted with the French art, what is there in the character
of his criticisms to show that he was dominated by it? In the
first place, the drama, for him, is absolut§ly inseparable from
the stage. He treats the draraa and theatre as if they were one;
when he judges a play it is always as it appeared in connection
with a specific stage presentation. He maintains further that
an author, before he can write a play, must study the stage,
know dramatic effects and understand the dialog']tle that the stage
requires; that a dramatist, in other words, must write for the
stage! He attacks Hazlitt in his objections to Hamlet* s being
acted, "William Hazlitt," he v/rites, "is so much in love with
the beauty of Shakespeare's picture that he v/ould not have the
character acted " He continues in the following paragraph:
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"When we come to think of it, is it not true that the study, the
experiences and the peculiar influence of Mr. Irving* s art tend
in the direction of such a Hamlet as was pictured by Goethe,
William Hazlitt and M, Taine, But we insist tnat it was
not the triumph of an actor alone. It was the realization of all
that the artist has "been foreshadowing," Again in speaking of
Irving, he says: "He has stl:iven,,.to get,,, at the soul of
Shakespeare and to blow to the v/inds that, .here sy that the poet
of humanity is for the student and not for the stage,"
The dictum given above that an author "must study the
stage, know dramatic effects, and understand the dialogue that
the stage requires," indicates Scott's interest in the technique
of a play, "Mr. Comyns Carr, " he says, ",,.,had not to vaporize
or theorize; or to take the pretty scrap here or there; he had
to do solid work. He had to make a play, " That is what the
French did; they made plays, Scott continues; "And he has made
a very effective and interesting drtima, extremely well-written,
delicately handled and bearing the impress of an artist, a
scholar and a nan who understands the stage," "The impress of an
artist, a scholarl" - implying that the drama is a piece of art
which is the result of study. Notice how the next sentence
bubbles over with the Frencxi idea: "We must not cry our eyes out
because here or there modernity supplants mediaevalism and imag-
ination is sacrifided for theatrical effect,"
Scott does not give attention to production but in
other connections with the theatre he manifests very strongly
the French influence. He believes that a great deal of thought
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should be put upon the scenery and dress. He says, .The era of
decent stage arrangement and of dressing a character prop-
erly, dates long before those sixties on which we once so prided
oiurselves." But realism, he believes, should be sacrificed for
what is natural and beautiful. Everything must be in keeping with
everything else. He wants as little artificiality as possible,
but what seems to the audi ence natural and beautiful, is the impor-
tant thing.
The theory of art for art's sake enters into his criticism
of acting also. He says, "We must, all of us, who loved art for
art's sake;" and in the next paragraph: "We had heard of the styles
the dignity, the voice, the manners, the mingled passion and ten-
derness, the love and hate combined, the frenzied jealousy and the
exquisite grief of this mighty actor," He believes in the fact
that acting is an art which requires much study. In speaking of
the acting in the death scene of Louis XI, he says, "Such a study
cannot be too elaborate for those who believe in the power of art.
So long as it was not shocking, it was in the bounds of art."
Scott makes a study of the most minute details of acting: "But,
best of all, watch every moment, every pause, every gesture.,..
when Adriene has been intoxicated with the poisoned bouquet
This is acting, this is art,"
Thus, though there is some impressionism in Scott's
criticisms, they are especially known for their French dogmatism.
He believes that the drama is an art governed by a set of rules,
that technique must be studied as a separate art, that acting is an
art in itself and must also be studied, and finally that the drama
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is written for the theatre which shapes the play by means of its
special conventions.
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CHAPTER IV
Arthur Bingiiam Walkley (1855-1904)
Arthur Binghajn Walkley, a notable critic of the latter
half of the century, introduces us to a new school of dramatic
criticism. For those who may not be acquainted with Walkley, a
few desultory remarks about his life, may serve to give the proper
impression of his reputation. Bom at Bristol in l855 and edu-
cated at Westminster and at Balliol and Corpus Christi, Oxford, he
became a Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature in 1907. His
life has been a very scholarly one and his especial interest seems
to have been in the drama. He has been for many years dramatic
critic for The Times and his publications are: Playhouse Impres-
sions
. 1892; Frames of Mind. 1899; Dramatic Criticism . 1903; and
Drama and Life. 1907, His reference in these volumes to authori-
ties shows a great amount of reading. He comments upon the old
Greek drama and the criticisms of Aristotle whom he calls "the
earliest and still the greatest of dramatic critics." But he also
characterizes the modern English drama; he often quotes the criti-
cisms of Lessing and he names Dryden as the greatest of dramatic
critics since Aristotle, He has made a thorough study of Ibsen,
while references to French plays and critics are innumerable.
It is perhaps due to his mastery of dramatic materials
that Walkley has been able to advance the age so rapidly in
theories about the drama. For he propounded a theory which neces-
sarily implies a broad background of reading. He did not take
the doctrines of one school of criticism and build therefrom his
OYm laws of the dratna. Not at all I He is at once a dogmatist

and an impressionist, a member of two schools of criticism abso-
lutely opposed to one another and he knows each school perfectly.
The dogmatist judges everything by hard and fast rules; he classi -
fies every play "to accord with general ideas of art, or sociology,
or ethics,,.,. He is Judging not feeling," The impressionist,
on the other hand, has no rules whatsoever. He trusts nothing
but his feelings; his theorjr is self-concentration. Walkley ad-
heres strictly to neither of these schools, but combines parts of
each. "Unmitigated dogmatiffln," he says, "absolute impressioni sm--
there are no such things," Though one attempts to abide by a set
of rules, there are always some things which he likes in spite of
the rules; the impressionist, on the other hand, cannot get away
from dogma left him by his fathers.
That Walkley is certainly somewhat of an impressionist is
seen from the way in which he constantly alludes to the impress-
ions which a certain play leaves upon him. He says: "So infinite
is the variety of impressions one gets from As You Like It that it
is a hopeless adventure to classify and label them," In judging
Miss Rehan as she played Rosalind he admits her faults, and then
adds: "But what of that so long as she hypnotizes me? What of
that as long as she realizes for me the femeneity ? What of
that 80 long as she realizes for me the humor of Rosalind?"
Yet Walkley is in many ways a dogmatist. He is not wholly
hostile to conventions. He says: "There are of course some fun-
damental conventions without which the art of the stage simply
could not exist," It would be difficult to form a system out of
the theories of Walkley, but these theories, we may set down in a
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very clear cut fashion. For example, he believes that the drajaa
is written for the stage and, though it may be studied off the
stage, it should be studied as if it were meant for the stage and
for that particular stage and audience of the day in which the play
was written* "Castelvetro* s main points," he says, "were that not
only the form, but the content of the drama, was conditioned by
the fact that it is something transacted in a public place, before
a motley crowd upon a circumscribed space within a limited time,
His interest for us is that hg had the right method "
The drama then is inseparable from the theatre, "not only the
form, but the content" being conditioned by the latter; and the
theatre includes not only the stage but also the audience and the
atmosphere of the times.
The audience, because it is a crowd of people, has a vast
influence on the drama. Walkley says: "It is to an assembled
crowd that the drama is addressed. That is the peculiarity which
makes drama what it is A crowd has a mind all its own,
different from the mind of the individual!' Unlike qualities of
individuals, those due to intellect, education, environment, etc,
disappear when the individuals form a crowd; While like qualities,
such as the primary instincts, feelings, etc., are enhanced.
These facts make for conventions of the stage. The author writes
for barbarians (with primitive instincts) and therefore a play
may start at the wildest improbability. This shows a marked break
with the French idea of a well-made play with its first two acts
of exposition. The crowd further being on its good behavior, re-
fuses to recognize the blending of good and evil - hence, the con-
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ventional "hero", "traitor", etc, Walkley says: "The shape, the
structure, the points of inflexion, the perspective of a play are
all determined by the mechanical necessities of the theatre and the
fact that it is something to he seen and heard by a spectator,'*
Like Scott, Walkley is devoted to French art in the drama
though he is not dominated by the French as is Scott, To the for-
eign influence, however, we may trace some of the critic's chief
rules. For example he says that the di stingui shing marks of the
drama of today are these: Does e^ery scene contribute to the ad-
vancement of the story? Do every action and word take their due
place in the portrayal of a character? "For that ideal (of the
modern drama) whatever else it may cover, includes simplicity and
strict economy of plot, and in these respects the French have always
been ahead of us," Again: "The French with their logical instinct
did care for the play as a whole and were concerned not merely for
each scene as it passed, but for its relations to the other scenes,
for the growth , that is to say, of the action." The form of a play
is siinple, says V/alkley. "The same structural arrangement is
common to all classes of play, Wliether it be a tragedy or farce,
you must have exposition, 'crisis', and 'catastrophe'. Again: "V/e
demand a strict unity (of impression). Even the three classic
unities may be found satisfied in many a modern play,"
Yet these statements must not be relied on too strongly, for
Walkley has already told us that he favors a wild scene of improba-
bility for the opening of a play. As a matter of fact, though he
likes the system and logic of the French if it is not carried too
far, he also believes in the vague mysticism and absolute freedom
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of Ibs#n, The attention paid to Ibsen may be noted from the number
of collections and translations which he made from Ibaen. At last,
Walkley says, does this author portray real life by the use of
natural dialogue. "In the art of subtle ironical presentation of
character there is not a Frenchman who can touch Ibsen." Again:
" One feels that Ibsen's people are ourselves, yet not ourselves,"
It is the new, the startling in Ibsen which Walkley likes. He says:
"We take a purely aesthetic delight in him because he gives us new
tmpreeeions, new psychological tricks and new technique.
In spite of this reaching out tendency for the something new
in Ibsen, Walkley still clings to the art for art's sake theory,
Aristotle, he says, "was a man of his time and his time was not,
like ours, a time wherein a clear distinction is seen between nature
and art, between the practical and the aesthetic." Again he says:
"The drama being an art, shares the primary'- aim of all art, which
is to give pleasure. And this pleasure of art is in the first
instance a pleasure of the senses. It is not the intellectual
pleasure of solving a proposition in Euclid nor is it the moral
pleasure of letting a good deed shine in a naughty world, A picture
whatever else it does must first please the eye; music vdaatever
else it does must first please the ear. And pleasure of the senses
- and this is the important point - is only to be had at the price
of perpetual change, "
Just as Lewes was impressionistic and dogmatic while introducing
the school of dogmatism to which Scott belonged, so Walkley is both
impressionistic and dogmatic while receding from the school of Soott
He often speaks of the impressions left upon him by different plays.
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On the other hand, he believes in the "old Kules", in technique as
an art to be studied for its own sake, in the study of the age in
which the author lived, and in the theatre and audience as factors
conditioning the writing of a play.
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CHAPTER V
William Archer (1856-)
William Archer was born in Perth, Scotland, in 1856, the
son of Thomas Archer, who had formerly been Agent-General for
Queensland in London, Young Archer's education was procured at the
Edinburgh University from which he received the degree of Master of
Arts. He did journalistic work in Edinburgh in 1875 and during the
years, I876-1877, he travelled in Australia, He then went to London
and from ^879 to l38l was dramatic critic of the London gigaro
.
The following two years were spent in travel in Italy. He was
dramatic critic of the World, 1884-190^, afterwards of the Tribune
and the Nation , and later of the Star . Just how much of a scholar
he was, especially in the way of a dramatic critic, may be seen
from the nature of his numberous publications. He edited Ibsen's
Prose Dramas , five volumes, and Collected Words of Ibsen, eleven
volumes; translated with his brother Ibsen's Peer Gvnt : wrote the
Life of Macready. Masks or Faces , a Study in the Psycholony of Act-
ing
.
The Theatrical World. 1893-1897, five volumes, Study and the
Stage
,
With H. Granville Barker, a National Theatre Schex-ne and
Estimates
. Prom the number of dramatic criticisms which he pro-
duced, it is evident that he was intensely interested in the theatre.
Nor does his work in the field consist of a superficial perusal of
dramas and laws governing them, but it shows a great deal of obser-
vation and thought, while he has formed for himself some very def-
inite opinions both in regard to matters previously discussed by
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dramatic critics and concerning topice comparatively new to the
field.
Just as Walkley represented a tendency to break away from
French domination, Archer shows greater signs of it, together with
a liking for other foreign dramatists such as Ibsen, Maeterlink,
etc. - only, however, to the extent in which they help to build tiie
English drama. This is the problem with which Archer is mostly con-
cerned, a national drama* rie constantly makes a comparison between
what he is criticizing and the English drama. While discussing
Sudermann's Magda he says, "...but the Colonel* s Christianity is too
clearly .*made in Germany' to come home to the sympathies of the Eng-
lish public Archer likes Ibsen for what he is able to give
to the English drama, but he does not wish the Norwegian's influence
to become so strong as to blot out a national atmosphere, A certain
production of a series of Ibsen's plays, he says, marks "dissatis-
faction with the ordinary theatrical fare of the day. Of course, it
marks an unhealthy state of things that the most intellectual class
of theatre-goers should have to look abroad for plays coromensurate
with their intelligence So soon as our own drama acquires
intellectual virility Ibsen will be no more to us than a foreign
dramatist ought to be to a nation whose native art is adequate to
its own spiritual needs." He speaks in the same strain of the
theatre in Vienna: "They do as a matter of course in Vienna anything
that wt ought to do here and can't." And of their Volkstheater, he
says: "One such playhouse in London would be the salvation, if not
of the British drama, at anj'- rate, of English actin." As to his re-
gard for the Erench, what Archer objects to is their domineering
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influence, not everything which is French, In fact he says: If
I were an opponent of the well made play (I am not....)." He says;
"The true question is between the well made play and the better
made play The real question is this: Has Eugene Scribe
spoken the last word of theatrical technique^ Is there not an art
beyond his art a higher skill which minimizes the mechanical
elements in the drama and so leaves more room for character, thot,
emotion, humor, the essential components of like?" Thus, Archer
objects to the well-made play in its narrow U3ap:e
.
for he says:
"The fact that M, Sardou's latest play made a very doubtful success
in Paris ..shows how geniiinely and universally the current is
setting against the well-made play, in the narrov; sense of the wo rd«
He obviouBly believes in spiritualisms yet he has not
the courage to assign them an essential part in his drma. " Prac-
tically'- this same statement was made by Walkley, It is not, I re-
peat, that Archer thoroughly disapproves of §verything French, but
rather that he does not wish the English drairn to be dominated by
the French or any other system. He believes that the English
should take from foreign countries whatever will be of benefit to
them, but treat everything in an original manner, "After an inter-
val then when we seemed to be relapsing into sheer servitude to
France there arose a group of writers who took their methods indeed
from the French, but applied them to original and thoroughly Eng-
li sh ends. "
We have seen manifested the various approaches to dramatic
criticism discussed by Spingarn, one type of approach generally
prevailing in the critical essays of one man. Yet in spite of
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these different methods of attacking the problem, there is one
thing with v/hich all of the critics are concerned. That one thing,
as Spingarn suggests, is expression. Now, Archer, seems mainly con-
ceimed with expression in no definite form of approach. Q,uite often
he is psychological, sometimes he makes an impressionistic remark,
often he alludes to the expression of social problems, but always
does he dwell upon expression* Of the play "The Second Mrs. Tan-
queray" he says: "On the side of the woman, as of the man, we miss
a clearer definition of the elements wnich go to make up their re-
lations. How far in the beginning is she influenced by love? How
far by ambition? Is she capable or incapable of genuine passion
for her husband?" And again: " In writing it Mr.'Pinero has
thrown to the winds all intrinsic considerations, compromises, sup-
erstitions and has set himself for his o\m personal satisfaction to
do the best work that was in him." Of Shaw, who, he things, "can
not write a play", he says: "The author is always jumping
from one key to another. ...... and nine times out of tan he does not
himself know what key he is writing in If I could think that
Mr, Shaw had consciously and deliberately invented a new species of
prise extravaganza, one could unreservedly applaud the invention.,..
But I more than suspect that he conceives himself to have written
a serious comedy, a reproduction of life as it really is By
attempting to fix his action down to solid earth, he simply empha-
sizes his unreality," In speaking 4f Ibsen's expression he says:
"Many of us, too, have seen the poet in the flesh and have found
him a simple, natural, melancholy mortal who happens to have de-
vised a singularly beautiful and poignantly dramatid form of ex-
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presaion for his overmastering sense of the strangeness and pathos
of man's little life in the midst of the Immensities," We might
call this sort of criticism that of expression "by means of an
approach through philosophy or perhaps mysticism.
Archer frequently judges according to the psychology of the
author. Of Shaw's "Bulgarian Psychology" he says, "Having now dis-
entangled 'Bulgaria* and 'Psychology', I put the former article
aside as irrelevant and turn to the latter. Mr. Shaw is "by nature
and habit one of those philosophers who concentrate their attention
upon the seamy side of the human mind. ... He not only dwells on
the seamy side to the exclusion of all else, but he makes his char-
acters turn their moral garments indide out..,. Now this simply
does net occur in real life or only to a very limited extent," Here
we have a touch of a study from the approach of nature, real life,
or surroundings. Another example of the way in which Archer judges
of the expression of the author by a study of psycholo^ may be
found in his criticism of Maeterlink, He makes an analysis of hi
s
mind and says: "The tendency of all his thought it so minimize the
operation of will," Later he discusses the author's expression;
"His characters very seldom give what is passing in their minds.
They talk of everything else in the world, and by the aid of an in-
definable, elusive symbolism wiiich is the poet's peculiar secret,
we are enabled to divine more than they know themselves of their
innermost emotions,"
Again we find the critic speaking of expression of personali-
ty. In judging the play "Arms and the Man" he says: "Blunt schli
in whom the author practically speaks in his own per sonality , , . .has
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almost disappeared from the scene,"
We often find Archer treating a play as an expression of
social conditions. The character Magda, he says, "is vividly and
vigorously draivn and by reason of her very obviousness, a most
effective stage figure, she is a creature of social conditions,
of accidental environment." "Sudermann, " he says, "is a social
satirist, Ibsen has long ceased to concern himself with society,
and has risen to the higher ground of abstract or universal psy-
chology and ethics." Sudermann "has a knack, an invaluable one of
seizing upon themes of large significance. In *Die Ehre» he shows
ho^' under existing social condition, Uionour' is a luxury for the
rich In •Heimat' again, one of the great, ever-recurrent con-
flicts of life is treated with a fine directness - the conflict of
the old with the nev;, of authority with individuality, of the
parent with the child,"
Archer is not much of an impressionable critic. He satir-
izes Clement Scott: "No doubt, as is so often the case with gen-
tlemen and ladies of Mr, Scott's impressionable temperament, the
wish was father to the - honest opinion." Yet he does give way a
trifle to his taste, "On all matters of taste, on the other hand,
my illusions are probably just as illusory as Mr, Scott's, Illu-
sions for illusions, howevt^r. I tliink that which sees a master-
piece in the 'Wild Duck' is more desirable than that which sees in
it "an insult to dramatic literature and an outrage upon common
sense." Thus though Archer believes that art is an expression of
psychology, sociology, etc., he is not in accord with the particular
approach which Spingarn employs who, you will remember, is a
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thorough impressionist.
For exaraple, technique as a study is nothing to him. In
his list of negative qualities of the drama toward which he thinks
the century is converging he says: «We have done with technique as
separate from art. It has been pointed out that style cannot "be
dissociated from art," And he quotes from Oscar Wilde: "Technique
is really personality; that is the reason whjr the artist cannot
teach it, why the pupil cannot learn it, and why the aesthetic
critic can understand it." Technique, he says, naturally follows
when a genius produces a work of art; technique is indissolubly
linked with art. Produce a piece of art and technique follows.
Archer's idea on the other hand, is the very opposite of Spingarn* s.
Archer would say: "iitudy technique and art will follow," In fact,
he has produced a volume on how to write a play.
The name of his volume is Playniakjng . In it he says that a
drama must be logical, though besides logic there must be reality,
"the breath of life" which the French do not give it, A play must
have a beginning, middle, and an end; the beginning should give us
the principal characters and should arouse and sustain interest.
In fact tension should be sustained thruout the play; after the
curiosity of the audience has been aroused, it must be maintained
until near the end, when it must be well satisfied. This point is
the crisis which. Archer says is the very essence of drama, in con-
trast to Brunetiere' s idea of conflict being the fundamental ele-
ment of drama. Archer prefers q quiet ending to one of climax -
another point of departure from the "well-made play,"
We find an exai-^ple of Archer's study of technique in his
criticism of "The Second Mrs, Tanqueray" of which he says: "Tech-
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nicalljr the work is as nearly as possil)le perfect. How mast erljj-,
for example, is the exposition - clear, simple, natural, profoundly
interesting!" Of Ibsen: " The tragedy of the house of Ekd'al
unfolded itself with that smooth, unlasting, unresting movement '
which is Ibsen's greatest invention in the technical sphere -
every word displaying a soul-facet, and developing the dramatic
situation....." Of Sudermann' s technique he says: "He gets his
action well within the frame of his picture and he writes a good
straightforward, colloquio-rhetorical style." Thus he believes
that technique, per se, is an important quality of good drama.
In a few points Archer is in accord with Spingarn's thought.
For example, Spingarn says: "We have done with the genres or
literary kinds." And again: "We have done with the comic, the
tragic, the sublime, and an army of vague abstractions of their
kind."
In a word, Spingarn says that we no longer classify the
drama. Archer, while giving a rapid survey of the theatre in Eng-
land, says: "The theatre has been 'hatched over again and hatched
different'," In 1837, in 1849, even down to 1859, the terms
'tragedy', 'comedy', 'tradedian', 'comedian' meant very much Ti^at
they had meant ever since the Restoration; now they have either be-
come obsolete or entirely altered in their connotation,"
Spingarn says: "We have done with the race, the time, the
environment of a poet's work as an element in 'Criticismi" This
statement again Archer echoes. For example, he speaks disparaging-
ly of the Elizabethan society which put plays on the stage as
Shakespeare would have done it v/ith no scenery, etc. Arcter claims
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that scenery adds very materially to the attractiveness of a play.
The reader will reraember that for the German element in Magda he
makes no allowance, for he says (as quoted abovej , " the
Colonel's Christianity is too clearly »made in Germany' to come
home to the sympathies of the English public."
The last two thoughts are practically the only ones in
Spingarn's list of negative qualities which Arc i^r reflects. Spin-
garn says: " V/e have done with all the old Rules"; and the
Archer says: "There are no rules for writing a play, " and again:
"Any movement is good which helps to free art from the tyranny of
a code of rules and definitions," we are not to take these statemente
too literally. We have seen some principles in his book Plavmakin^
which if not rules are very strong theories. How are we to recon-
cile the two points of view? He is not a,n absolute dogmatist be-
cause there is a great tendency to break away from the French
tyranny of rules but, at the same time, he has a strong belief in
definite principles. As a result he is, like Scott, partly dog-
raatist, partly impressionist tho he is far less of a dogmatist
than Scott.
Archer is certainly no impressionist in his treatment of
the drama in relation to the theatr#. "Drama, " he says, "has no
meaning except in relation to an audience. It is the portrayal of
life by means of a mechanism so as to bring it home to a consider-
able number of people assembled in a given place," Spingarn, on
the other hand, says: "V/e have done with the confusion between
the drama and the theatre...." The idea that the drama is a mere
product of the theatre "has been developed into a system it is
our contemporary equivalent for the 'rules' of seventeenth-century
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pedantry. As a matter of fact the dramatist is to "be judged by no
other standard than that applied to any other creative artist.
What has he tried to express and how has he expressed it,"
Though very little is said of morality in drama, Archer
has not totally done with it as has Spingam, "We in England," says
Archer, "always assume virtue to be the rule, vice the exception
while in France they start from the contrary hypothesis. Whatever
be the facts of the case, ours is certainly, from the point of view
of the conventional moralist, the wiser and safer plan."
Again Spingam says: "We have done with the evolution of
literature," while Archer has given us one essay in his "Theatrical
World" dealing specifically with the evolution of the modern drama.
"We have done with the theory of style Art is expression,"
says Spingarn, while Archer distinctly criticizes the author's
style— quite the natural thing to do when he places so much em-
phasis upon technique.
To sumraarize, Archer bears out Spingam* s point that art
expresses something, but he does not say that art is only an ex-
pression, that the only thing to criticize is what the author had
in mind and how he expressed it. He has a number of clear-cut
principles to guide him which, however, are not so strong as to
make him a dogmatist. Like Walkley, partly impressionist but mostly
dogmatist, he swings the criticism slightly farther than Walkley in
the direction of impressionism.
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CHAPTER VI
George Bernard Shaw (1856- )
Born at Dublin in I856, George Bernard Shaw was the son
of George Carr Shaw, an Irish Protestant gentleman; "his rank—
a
very damnable one in his son's eyes—was that of a poor relation
of that particular grade of the 'haute bourgeoisie* which makes
strenuous social pretensions," says Archibald Henderson in his book
entitled Geor/ge Bernard Shaw
. His Life and Works. In the same vol-
ume the author says: "The formative influences of Shaw's early life
were of a nature to inculcate in him that disbelief in popular edu-
cation, that disrespect for popular religion, and that contempt for
social pretensions which are so deeply ingrained in his work and
character," The snobbery of society impressed upon his mind the
selfishness and insincerity of society as they had been impressed
upon the mind of Ibsen, Unlike Archer, who was a graduate of Edin-
burgh, and Walkley, a graduate of Oxford, Shaw was unable to attend
a university because of lack of means. He gave vent in writing to
his feelings in "revolt against current religious and social ideals."
He wrote novels, plays, criticisms, and other essays. Some of his
most important plays are: Man and Supermann . 1903; The Doctor* s
Dilemma . 1906; Getting Married . 1908, and a collection of plays en-
titled Plays. Pleasant and Unpleasanjb. 1898, In criticism he has
written: The Sanity of Art . 1895; a preface to three plays by
Brieux, 191I ; and Dramatic Opinions and Essays in two volumes, 1907,
a collection of weekly articles on the "Theatre," which were con-
tributed to the Saturday Review . January 1895 to May 1898,
Shaw has practically all of the qualities of an impress-
ionist and none of the dogmatist. The reader will remember that.
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according to Spingarn, the impressionist has no rules by which Iso^
Judge, ira fact nothing but his ov/n reactions to the play as it is
presented. Practically every criticism of Shaw» s is in accord vdth
this^idfea - the instinct of the critic as a standard, "The cardinal
guarantee for a critic's integrity, is, " he says, "simply the force
of the critic's instinct itself." One characteristic of the im-
pressionist, and one which Shaw possesses to a marked degree,, is
that he makes general statements about his reactionary sensations,
and, having no other rules to prove his points than his own im-
pressions, he proceeds to "drive home" his general statement by
specific exajnples. The "last scene, or epilogue, as it is called,
is magnificently dramatic," This statement is made baldly and a
little later, Shaw follows with: "I can best convey a notion of the
style and the dramatic method of Echegaray by a couple of quota-
tions. In both of the plays just translated, a narrative by the
principal characters, makes an indelible impression on the imagina-
tion and comes into action with great effect at the climax of the
tragedy," The critic then quotes a couple of passages to illustrate
this point.
When Shaw is less impressionistic in his criticism of art
as expression - he i s never, I think, entirely free from impression-
ism - he employs a number of different approaches as did Archer,
For an example of a philosopiii cal approach: " tho plays have
neither political constitutions nor established churches, they must
all, if they are to be anything more than the merest tissue of
stage effectp, have a philosophy even if it is nothing more than an
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iinconscious expression of the author's temperament," And later:
••With every possible disposition to tolerate all views of life on
the stage, I cannot quite keep my patience vdth the pessimism of
M, Jerome K, Jerome and his school,"
Shaw's rebellion against current institutions of society is
indicated in a statement like this: '"Moliere destroyed the prestige
of those conspiracies against society which we call the profeBsions.
••••••aHe unmasked the doctor, the philosopher, the fencing master,
the priest," Again he criticizes Brieux as a sociologist who treats
the sex question: "Brieux was the first dramatist to see not only
the hard facts of the situation, but its political importance,"
But Shaw is, in the main, totally an impressionist, and
we may, perhaps best treat this phase of his criticism by showing
to what extent the critic's views coincide with those of the great
impressionist, Spingarn, A number of Shaw's ideas have been noted
as harmonious with Spingarn' s. How nearly correct was Spingarn
when he gave a list of negative qualities toward which all worthy
dramatic criticism of the nineteenth century seemed to be converg-
ing^ Very few of these qualities were reiterated by Archer, but
Archer was not an impressionist. We now find in Shaw, a critic
fulfilling every condition for a critic of Spingarn' s type. He is
a well-known, ?;orthy critic; he is, like Spingarn, an impression-
ist; he writes at the very conclusion of the century. Therefore
he should portray all of the qualities toward which, Spingarn
maintains, the criticism of the century is converging. Does he or
does he not?
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It is true: "We have done with all the old Rules." 5'or
example, Shaw distinctly dislikes "the well-made play" with its
logic and formula for its own sake, "....the classic play was
supplanted by a nuisance which was not a failure: to wit, the well-
made play of Scribe and his school," Again: " Art for art»s sake*
is the formula of the well-made play Now great art is never
produced for its own sake." He does not harp upon the exposition
for the opening of a play: ".,,,. That is just where an ordinary
play leaves off and an Ibsen play begins." He describes the con-
clusion of Juy Domville not according to a set of rules but
according to the impression left upon him. "It is a story of fine
sentiment and delicate manners with an entirely worthy and touch-
ing ending," He has no definite theory as to the kind of plot a
drama should have. "In a certain sense Mr. Wilde is to me our
only thorough playwright. He plays with everything, with wit,
with philosophy, with drama It is useless to describe a play
which has no theses: which is, in the purest integrity, a play
and nothing else."
It seems that we "have done with the theory of style,"
for not a mention of this subject is found anywhere in Shaw's criti-
cisms. I do not mean he never praises or dispraises an author's
style, but it is never done with a study of his rhetoric as if
he had labored over it to produce "art for art's sake." It is
rather as if the style followed naturally upon the expression of
man who was an artist. He described the play Guy Domville as
possessing a "rare charm of speech.,... I am speaking of the deli-
cate inflexions of feeling conveyed by the cadences of the line."
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"We have done with all moral judgment," In Shaw* s treat-
ment of religion in relation to the drama, he attacks the theory
previously propounded that there were some things too sacred to be
represented on the stage, "When there is anything artistic to be
done in England, all that is necessary is to do it as a matter of
cpiiirse without saying anything about it Submit the work of art
itself and then the public can judge." And later: "I do not lay
down the law on this subject according to any canon of taste or
theory of permissibility, I take things as I find them. I have
seen not only 'Michael and His Last Angel' but 'Parsifal' at
Bayrenth and the 'Passion Play' at Oberaramergau, I found them
good " As to whether a play should present any qualities
in relation to the sex question, he says: "But when a dramatist
is enlightened enough to understand the danger and sympathetic
enough to come to the rescue with a play to expose the snare and
warn the victim, we forbid the manager to perform it arid de-
nounce the author as a corrupter of morals. One hardly knows
whether to laugh or cry at such perverse stupidity," Thus, with
morality as vdth most questionsof the drama, Shaw gives as much
freedom as passible to the author,
Shaw believes like Spingarn that the drama is a production
of art absolutely subjective to the author's fancy, not hampered
by the consideration of the laws of the theatre in the production
of the play. When speaking of acting he says: "It is all delu-
sion; there is no profession, no art, no skill about the business
at all. We have no actors : we have only authors and not many of
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them Tiiey find that the actors have only one note, or perhaps
if they are very clever half a dozen. So their parts are confined
to these notes "
Shaw does not "believe that technique should be made a
study separate from the work of art, " we now have operas and
very good ones too written by composers like Bruneau who are not
unconscious in the old sense at all: that is, they are not pattern-
designers; they do not compose music apart from the drama," Again
in discussing the technique of the scenery of Romeo and Juliet as
it was staged by Forbes Robertson, he gives merely his impres-
sions: "The scenery is excellent." But there is one defect: "The
sky is too cold and the cypresses too pale."
Finally Shaw agrees with Spingarn in believing that there
is no difference between genius and taste. The critic should re-
flect the emotions of the artist by feeling in the sarae way as did
the artist. In Shaw»s criticism of Romeo and Juliet spoken of
above, the critic seems to produce in himself the same emotions
as the manager possessed when he arranged the scenery: "Friar
Lawrence's cell, too, is good: one can feel the shadowed cloisters
outside with the sunlight and the well in the middle of the quad-
rangle." Moreover he praises Clement Scott for this sort of thing:
"The public believes in Mr. Scott because he interprets the plays
by feeling with the actor or author *•
In a word, Shaw reflects Spingarn»s picture of a good
critic in all of the ten points. He is as nearly a pure impression-
ist as one is apt to find. He criticizes a play from what the
author had in mind and how he expressed it. With practically no
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rules to guida him, ahaw relies upon his ovm taste for his dramatic
criticism.
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CHy\PTER V
SUMMARY
The purpose of this paper was to examine the course of
dramatic criticism in the light of Spingarn's essays as summari-
zed in the introductory chapter. We havo found the criticism of
the nineteenth century to include psychological criticism, mani-
fested sometimes hy Lamb, Hazlitt, Hunt, and Lewes; aesthetic
criticism exemplified by the criticism of Walkley, Archer, and
Shaw; sociological and philosophical criticism, again employed by
Shaw, Moreover, dogmatism and impressionism seem to have existed
side by side throughout the century; dogmatism finding its height
in Scott, impressioiii sm, in Shaw. Ho where de we find pure dog-
matism. Scott definitely states that he is partly dogmatist,
partly impressionist. Nor is Shaw an absolute impressionist. We
find him still claiming a place for the illusion of the stage.
Whatever the approach criticism may take, however, Spin-
garn*8 point is proved that the criticism of the nineteenth cen-
tury regards art as an "isxpression. Lamb, Hazlitt, and Hunt,
when they criticize psychologically, do not go into a formal study
of the life of the author but merely criticize the drama as an ex-
pression of the working of the playwright's mind. Similarly the
aesthetic criticism of the later critics does not study aesthetics
but considers art as an expression of beauty, Shaw does not go
into a study of sociology or philosophy but thinks that erery dratm
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should "express" some philosophy and he regards Brieux*s plays as
expressions o>f sociological questions. The dogmatists judge a
drama according to its "expression" of the rules and the im-
pressionist places emphasis upon the "expression" of what the
author wishes to express. Everything in the century has been ex-
pression. The critics must have made a study of the particular
field in which each was interested but this studj;- never enters
the criticism except in the indirect way. It is only the result
of the study which is employed by the critic in his interpretation
of the ex-pression.
Much of the criticism of the nineteenth century has been
impressionistic and thougii it has not made a steady progress in
the direction of impressionism the qualities of the dramatic criti-
cism of the century do tend to converge into Spingarn*s ten
characteristics of impressionism. Lamb, Hazlitt, and Hunt, thou^
to a considerable degree, impressionistic, nevertheless So not
conform to a number of Spingarn* s ideas of good criticism. They
delight in classification of plays. Hunt especially emphasizes
the distinction between the comic dramatist and the tragedian.
Moreover they have the traditional feeling for moral values in a
play.
In regard to the relation between the drama and the theatre
these early critics are not dogmatic, for they do not believe
that they are absolutely inseparable; nor are they truly impress-
ionistic, for they regard the theatre as more of an art itself
than as the expression of another art. They incline more to im-
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pressionism however than to dogmatism.
To advance the theorj'' of "art for art's sake" and yet to
cling to the impressionism of the earlier critics was the role of
George Henry Lewes, He formed the bridge leading over to the
dopiatic school to which Clement Scott belonged. In the criticiasn
of the latter critic we find exemplified the rules of the French
plays, classification of plays, style and technique studied for
their own sakes, and the drama as a piece of art deliberately
written for the theatre, which has its own laws.
After Scott there is a gradual rise of impressionism thru
the criticisms of Y/alkley and Archer, though both critics are
still strongli-- dogmatic. Both welcome Ibsen with his freedom and
mysticism, and both have loosely applied theories v/hich are some-
times allowed to be subject to the author's fancy. Yet, they in-
sist so determinedly upon a formal study of technique that th
^
ar# far from the position held by Spingarn. Vigorously the
latter attacks these two critics in regard to their donatio views
Of the relation between the drama and the theatre. "Mr. A. B,
V/alkley and Mr. V/illiaLi Archer not to mention theirnoisy, but
negligible echoes in our country, have little enough to add to
what Frenchmen had already said before them on this subject."
Walkley introduces us to the "psychology of the crowd" as a factor
in influencing the playwright; a theory vigorously combatted by
Spingarn.
Finally we see Shaw in complete accord with the impress-
ionism of Spingarn. He has no rules to follow and since his
taste is practically his only criticism, he agrees wi th Spingarn*
s
ten impressionistic qualities. Thus Spingarn' s point is proved.
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The century's criticism does converge in iinpressionism. There
are three outstanding schools: the Lamb-Hazlitt-Hunt school, with
a tendency toward impressionism; the Scott school, decidedly dog-
matic; and tiie Shaw school, decidedly impressionistic. Just as
Lewes was the bridge between the half impressionistic school and
the donatio school so Walkley and Archer have formed the bridge
betv/eem tjie dogmatic and the impressionistic school, and be-
ginning with Walkley there certainly has been a distinct convey-
ance tov/ard impressionism.
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